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Salvation 2018-09-06 salvation is the first title in a stunning science fiction trilogy the salvation sequence by peter f hamilton know your enemy or be defeated ad
2204 an alien shipwreck is discovered on a planet at the very limits of human expansion so security director feriton kayne selects a team to investigate the ship s
sinister cargo not only raises bewildering questions but could also foreshadow humanity s extinction it will be up to the team to bring back answers and the
consequences of this voyage will change everything back on earth we can now make deserts bloom and extend lifespans indefinitely so humanity seems invulnerable
we therefore welcomed the olyix to earth when they contacted us they needed fuel for their pilgrimage across the galaxy and in exchange they helped us advance our
technology but were the olyix a blessing or a curse the far future many lightyears from earth dellian and his clan of genetically engineered soldiers are raised with one
goal they must confront and destroy their ancient adversary the enemy caused mankind to flee across the galaxy and they hunt us still if they aren t stopped we will
be wiped out and we re running out of time continue the sf thrills with salvation lost and the saints of salvation a space opera intrigue with a cold shock of an ending
that makes the sequel a matter of urgency ken macleod author of the sky road
Great North Road 2013-01-01 named one of the best books of the year by publishers weekly new york times bestselling author peter f hamilton s riveting new
thriller combines the nail biting suspense of a serial killer investigation with clear eyed scientific and social extrapolation to create a future that seems not merely
plausible but inevitable a century from now thanks to a technology allowing instantaneous travel across light years humanity has solved its energy shortages cleaned
up the environment and created far flung colony worlds the keys to this empire belong to the powerful north family composed of successive generations of clones yet
these clones are not identical for one thing genetic errors have crept in with each generation for another the original three clone brothers have gone their separate
ways and the branches of the family are now friendly rivals more than allies or maybe not so friendly at least that s what the murder of a north clone in the english
city of newcastle suggests to detective sidney hurst sid is a solid investigator who d like nothing better than to hand off this hot potato of a case the way he figures it
whether he solves the crime or not he ll make enough enemies to ruin his career yet sid s case is about to take an unexpected turn because the circumstances of the
murder bear an uncanny resemblance to a killing that took place years ago on the planet st libra where a north clone and his entire household were slaughtered in
cold blood the convicted slayer angela tramelo has always claimed her innocence and now it seems she may have been right because only the st libra killer could
have committed the newcastle crime problem is angela also claims that the murderer was an alien monster now sid must navigate through a byzantine minefield of
competing interests within the police department and the world s political and economic elite all the while hunting down a brutal killer poised to strike again and on st
libra angela newly released from prison joins a mission to hunt down the elusive alien only to learn that the line between hunter and hunted is a thin one bonus this
edition includes an excerpt from peter f hamilton s the abyss beyond dreams praise for great north road a mesmerizing page turner publishers weekly starred review
a gripping saga that blends wilderness survival police procedural political and social intrigue and dynastic sf into a mammoth tale featuring believable characters and
exceptionally skilled storytelling library journal starred review a perfect introduction to hamilton s gifts for character design dialogue and sheer big idea driven
storytelling booklist starred review compelling and original an awesome novel with plenty of action sfrevu one very compelling and entertaining science fiction novel
sf site simply brilliant an astonishing achievement tor com
The Reality Dysfunction 2008-09-04 the reality dysfunction by peter f hamilton is the first in a sweeping galactic series the night s dawn trilogy from the master of
space opera in ad 2600 the human race is finally realizing its potential the galaxy s colonized planets host a multitude of diverse cultures genetic engineering has
defeated disease and produced extraordinary space born creatures huge fleets of sentient trader starships thrive living on the wealth created by industrializing entire
star systems and throughout inhabited space the confederation navy keeps the peace then something goes catastrophically wrong on a primitive colony planet a
renegade criminal encounters an utterly alien entity and this unintended meeting triggers the release of those that should never see the light threatening everything
we ve become an extinct race named this phenomenon the reality dysfunction it is a nightmare that has haunted us since the dawn of time the reality dysfunction is
followed by the neutronium alchemist and the naked god
Light Chaser 2021-08-24 in peter f hamilton and gareth l powell s action packed sci fi adventure light chaser a love powerful enough to transcend death can bring
down an entire empire amahle is a light chaser one of a number of explorers who travel the universe alone except for their onboard ai trading trinkets for life stories
but when she listens to the stories sent down through the ages she hears the same voice talking directly to her from different times and on different worlds she comes
to understand that something terrible is happening and only she is in a position to do anything about it and it will cost everything to put it right at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
The Dreaming Void 2008-09-04 will they find the utopian dream or a galactic nightmare from peter f hamilton the dreaming void is the first in an epic space opera
trilogy set in his expansive commonwealth universe it is perfect for fans of iain m banks and stephen baxter ad 3580 the commonwealth has spread its civilization
throughout the galaxy its citizens are privileged and protected by a powerful navy and at the galaxy s centre is the void a sealed universe created by aliens billions of
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years ago yet the void isn t inert it s expanding and now it wants to make contact the void chooses inigo as its conduit and he channels dreams of a simpler better life
within its bounds his visions attract followers determined to seek this utopia and they ll cross the void s forbidden boundaries to reach it however this act could trigger
push it to grow beyond all control destroying everything in its path the dreaming void is followed by the temporal void in this stunning trilogy by peter f hamilton
Judas Unchained 2009-08-21 in this incredible sequel to pandora s star the commonwealth saga goes out with a bang judas unchained is a stunning expansive
space opera from one of the world s bestselling science fiction writers peter f hamilton our worlds are under invasion and only the impossible can save us now over
hundreds of years the human race has been manipulated into starting a war and it s one that could destroy our entire civilization chief investigator paula myo is
nominated to hunt the creature behind this ploy while our invasion continues and multiple worlds fall to the enemy in response admiral kime commands humanity s
defense marshaling war ready super weapons yet he discovers his adversaries wield equally powerful armaments the question is where did these come from has the
commonwealth s top secret defense project been compromised or is the truth even worse than we can imagine the commonwealth saga duology starts with pandora s
star if pandora s star represented a return to form judas unchained is even better guardian
Fallen Dragon 2009-08-21 lawrence newton always dreamed of adventure amongst the stars now the ultimate prize is within his grasp but what will he risk to get it
fallen dragon is a classic standalone novel by science fiction star peter f hamilton for fans of iain m banks and alastair reynolds the owner of the most powerful
imagination in science fiction ken follett author of the pillars of the earth lawrence is the sergeant of a washed out platoon taking part in the bungled invasion of yet
another human colony world the giant corporations call such campaigns asset realization in practice it s simple piracy when he s on the ground being shot at and
firebombed by resistance forces he recalls stories of the temple of the fallen dragon its priests supposedly guard a treasure hoard large enough to buy lifelong
happiness so lawrence decides to mount a dangerous private enterprise operation of his own hamilton handles massive ideas with enviable ease guardian
The Saints of Salvation 2020-10-29 earth is falling will our call for help be heard the saints of salvation is the extraordinary conclusion to peter f hamilton s
salvation sequence a high octane adventure from a master of the genre the most powerful imagination in science fiction ken follett author of the pillars of the earth
live in hiding or die for freedom humanity welcomed the olyix and their utopian technology but mankind was tricked now these visitors are extracting a terrible price
for two years the olyix have laid siege to earth harvesting its people for their god one by one cities are crumbling beneath their devastating weaponry and while
millions have fled to seek refuge in space others continue to fight an apparently unwinnable war as earth s defeat draws near a team attempts to infiltrate the
salvation of life the olyix s arkship if it succeeds those chosen will travel to a hidden enclave thousands of light years away once there they must signal its location to
future generations to bring the battle to the enemy maybe allies scattered throughout space and time can join forces yet in the far future humanity are still hunted by
their ancient adversary and as forces battle on in the cold reaches of space hope seems distant indeed the saints of salvation is the third and final book in the
salvation sequence by peter f hamilton a stirring finale guardian it delivers on every level daily mail
Salvation Lost 2019-10-31 a powerful alien force threatens humanity can we rise to face it salvation lost is the extraordinary second volume in peter f hamilton s
salvation sequence a high octane adventure from the award winning author the most powerful imagination in science fiction ken follett author of the pillars of the
earth fight together or die alone in the twenty third century humanity is enjoying a comparative utopia yet life on earth is about to change forever feriton kane s
investigative team has discovered the worst threat ever to face mankind and we ve almost no time to fight back the supposedly benign olyix plan to harvest humanity
in order to carry us to their god at the end of the universe and as their agents conclude schemes down on earth vast warships converge above to gather this cargo
some factions push for humanity to flee to live in hiding amongst the stars although only a chosen few would make it out in time but others refuse to break before the
storm as disaster looms animosities must be set aside to focus on just one goal wiping this enemy from the face of creation even if it means preparing for a future this
generation will never see salvation lost is followed by the trilogy s stunning conclusion the saints of salvation everything readers of salvation will have hoped for a
series emerging as a modern classic stephen baxter author of time
Misspent Youth 2009-08-21 a gripping introduction to the world of peter f hamilton s commonwealth saga misspent youth is set in the near future over three
hundred years before pandora s star and judas unchained for fans of iain m banks and stephen baxter jeff baker is granted the gift of eternal youth however it s not all
it seems it is 2040 and after decades of research we can finally rejuvenate a human being at seventy eight years old jeff baker renowned inventor and philanthropist
has given the world much of his creative genius he s therefore selected as first choice for this gift at first rejuvenation feels like a miracle until the glow begins to fade
personal relationships start to break down and the world waits for more brilliant new work living the dream will come at a cost but can jeff pay the price the owner of
the most powerful imagination in science fiction ken follett author of the pillars of the earth hamilton handles massive ideas with enviable ease guardian
Pandora's Star 2009-08-21 pandora s star is the first part of peter f hamilton s epic commonwealth saga duology a fantastic galaxy spanning novel from the master
of space opera for fans of iain m banks and alastair reynolds at the edge of the galaxy something awakens and it s coming for us earth ad 2329 humanity has
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colonized over four hundred planets all interlinked by wormholes for the first time in mankind s history there is peace then a star over a thousand light years away
suddenly vanishes imprisoned inside a force field of immense size yet who or what has that sort of technology and what could this mean for us only a faster than light
starship captained by ex nasa astronaut wilson kime can reach that distance to investigate for wilson getting inside the force field could be easy it may be harder to
stop something else from getting out what if there was a very good reason to seal off an entire star system the commonwealth saga duology concludes with judas
unchained the best book hamilton has written in years guardian anyone who begins this won t be able to put it down publishers weekly
The Evolutionary Void 2010-09-03 they could find a bright future or the end of everything from peter f hamilton the evolutionary void is the startling conclusion to
the void trilogy set in the world of the commonwealth saga millions of leaving dream pilgrims have boarded ships and are speeding towards the void at the centre of
the galaxy they are chasing their dream and expect to find paradise yet breaching the void will trigger its expansion destroying everything in its path paula myo is
desperate to find void s latest prophet second dreamer araminta as without her the ships can t enter the void but when araminta finally chooses her path it will
change things in ways no one could have imagined and within the void edeard realizes the price of peace may be too high however what will this mean for the
pilgrims and the galaxy beyond a huge achievement in science fiction scifinow
Mindstar Rising 2009-08-21 in a ravaged near future england a private detective with psychic powers might be the last hope standing between mankind and total
collapse mindstar rising is the first cyberpunk thriller in peter f hamilton s hugely popular greg mandel series for fans of james s a corey it s the 21st century and
global warming is here to stay so forget the way your country used to look and get used to the free market too the companies possess all the best hardware and they
re calling the shots now in a world like this a man open to any offers can do just fine a man like greg mandel for instance who s psi boosted wired into the latest
sensory equipment and carrying state of the art weaponry he s also been part of the english army s mindstar battalion as the cartels battle for control of a
revolutionary new power source and corporate greed outstrips national security tension is mounting to boiling point and greg mandel is about to face the ultimate test
mindstar rising is followed by a quantum murder and the nano flower to complete the greg mandel trilogy
Manhattan In Reverse 2012-02-28 a major collection of short fiction from peter f hamilton new york times bestselling author of pandora s star the dreaming void
and many other epic science fiction novels including a brand new novella starring detective paula myo fans of the commonwealth saga will enjoy the return of paula
myo the genetically engineered police investigator whose single minded pursuit of justice runs up against a postwar citizenry eager to forget old crimes in the all new
novella manhattan in reverse paula is dispatched to the backwoods planet of menard after a docile supposedly nonintelligent alien species attacks peaceful human
settlers menard may have to be evacuated something the planet s corporate owners and human populace are prepared to resist perhaps with targeted aggression
violence hits closer to home in the demon trap in which paula s investigation of a gruesome act of terrorism leads into unexpected political technological and
philosophical waters threatening the course of human evolution time travel has never been so tricky or so deadly as it is in if at first in which metropolitan police
detective david lanson finds himself matching wits with a sociopath who might very well be from the future or at least a future blessed by an angel is set in the
commonwealth universe of the void trilogy and features an alien visitor who offers the local human population a chance at paradise but one species paradise may be
another s hell three other thrilling pieces round out the collection and showcase peter f hamilton s ability to weave scientific speculation into very human storytelling
A Night Without Stars 2016-09-27 bestselling author peter f hamilton returns to his acclaimed commonwealth series in this thrilling follow up to the abyss beyond
dreams featuring hamilton s trademark blend of intricate plotting riveting suspense high concept science and vivid characters a night without stars brings the story to
a fully satisfying finish after centuries trapped inside the void the planet bienvenido along with its inhabitants both human and faller has been expelled into normal
space but the survivors are millions of light years from the commonwealth which knows nothing of their existence as the two races plunge into mortal conflict for sole
possession of the planet the humans seem destined to lose despite the assistance of the mysterious warrior angel who possesses forbidden commonwealth
technology with the fallers numbers growing and their ability to mimic humans allowing them to infiltrate all levels of society it s only a matter of time before they
surge to victory then on a routine space flight major ry evine inadvertently frees a captive vessel that crash lands on bienvenido carrying the last best hope for human
survival a baby but a far from ordinary one the child not only ages at a remarkable rate but demonstrates knowledge and abilities far beyond those of bienvenido s
humans hunted by fallers and humans alike she is a crucial link to humanity s lost past and a glorious future already almost out of reach praise for a night without
stars roars relentlessly along in utterly mesmerizing style with edge of the seat plotting thrilling action and knife edge tension that will leave readers gasping an
atomic blast of a yarn hamilton in peak form and absolutely not to be missed kirkus reviews starred review an interstellar adventure with espionage old style space
exploration and the story of a fugitive who carries the hope of salvation publishers weekly an action packed page turner it s a joy to witness such a master of science
fiction at work sffworld praise for peter f hamilton s the abyss beyond dreams incredibly robust and exciting and rousing sharing flavors of jack vance john wright
china miéville orson scott card and a e van vogt hamilton s deployment of lots of grand super science is utterly deft and convincing locus engrossing the characters
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always hamilton s strength remain as distinctive as ever kirkus reviews everything one wants in sf great characters mind bending stuff adventure politics romance
revolution just superb fantasy book critic the work of an author at the top of his game sffworld
A Second Chance at Eden 2008-09-04 six short stories and a novella from a master of science fiction peter f hamilton this collection includes sonnie s edge as seen
in the award winning netflix anthology series love death robots set in the same universe as the night s dawn trilogy peter f hamilton presents a compelling mix of
human dilemmas imagined technologies and extraordinary new cultures among others this collection includes sonnie s edge a story of contests to the death between
constructed monsters but one has a special advantage we also visit an abandoned alien spacecraft in escape route abandoned but is it really as empty as it seems in
the title novella a second chance at eden the co creator of a genetically engineered habitat is found murdered but nobody can identify the perpetrator or the motive
featuring a diverse selection of stories set far in the future and beyond the stars a second chance at eden is a must have collection from a writer at the top of his
game
The Temporal Void 2014-11-06 the second book in peter f hamilton s bestselling void trilogy
The Neutronium Alchemist 2008-09-04 dark powers have been unleashed across the galaxy will the alchemist be humanity s saviour or its doom following on from
the reality dysfunction the neutronium alchemist is the second epic novel in the night s dawn trilogy by peter f hamilton a seemingly unstoppable force has entered
our universe and we are confronted by our most primal fear those who have succumbed to its horror have acquired godlike powers yet their actions are far from
divine as they advance from planet to planet these powerful individuals leave slaughter and mayhem in their wake the confederation navy is dangerously
overstretched as whole worlds fracture and collapse and a dark messiah prepares to invoke his own version of the final night in such desperate times a powerful new
weapon could cause yet more terror but dr alkad mzu is determined to retrieve the alchemist and complete her thirty year old mission to slay a star however as she
works to obtain it others have their own ideas on how to use this ultimate doomsday device the neutronium alchemist is followed by the naked god
The Abyss Beyond Dreams 2014-10-09 the first volume in the chronicles of the fallers the abyss beyond dreams is an incredible adventure exploring the mystery at
the heart of the peter f hamilton s sprawling commonwealth universe for fans of iain m banks and alaistair reynolds to save their civilization he must destroy it when a
so called prophet sees visions of a lost civilization nigel sheldon is asked to investigate especially as these dreams seem to be coming from the void a mysterious area
of space with hugely destructive capabilities then nigel crash lands inside the void and finds so much more than he expected bienvenido a planet populated by
survivors from long vanished commonwealth ships for centuries their descendants have been fighting a desperate battle against the fallers space born predators that
have evolved to conquer worlds and nigel soon realizes that the fallers hold the key to the destruction of the void itself if he can survive long enough to find it huge
cast enormous canvas big ideas mega in every way daily mail continue the adventure with the second in the duology night without stars
A Window Into Time 2016-07-28 a window into time is a gripping novella from bestselling science fiction writer peter f hamilton teenager julian has perfect recall
which means he has trouble finding his place in the world but he really does know his own mind so when he starts experiencing someone else s memories which are
also tantalizing glimpses of the future julian realizes he must find out why and as he comes to know this unmet friend it becomes clear that this man is in danger julian
resolves to do everything in his power to track him down a journey which takes him to the heart of london s commercial district home to the city s financial elite he
can t give up as he might just prevent a murder
The Secret Throne 2015-07-30 the secret throne is the first ever children s fantasy title from the uk s favourite sci fi author peter f hamilton featuring black and white
illustrations this is the first book in the exciting queen of dreams series taggie and her younger sister jemima are just like any other girls their age they live with their
mum go to school play sports and spend their holidays with their dad in the countryside but one day everything changes when a white squirrel wearing purple glasses
turns up in their lives the next thing the sisters know their dad has been kidnapped and it s up to the girls to get him back but it seems their father has been keeping
some very large secrets from his young daughters for their dad is no ordinary man he is an otherworldly prince in exile and the land he should be ruling the first realm
has been overthrown by the king of night can taggie and jemima find their way between the worlds to save their father and what other secrets has he been hiding
before long the sisters realize that it is not just their dad s life at stake it s the future of a whole world continue the adventure with the hunting of the princes and a
voyage through air
Hive Monkey 2013-12-31 in order to hide from his unwanted fame as the spitfire pilot monkey who emerged from a computer game to defeat the nefarious
corporation that engineered him the charismatic and dangerous ack ack macaque is working as a pilot on a world circling nuclear powered zeppelin but when the
cabin of one of his passengers is invaded by the passenger s own dying doppelganger our hirsute hero finds himself thrust into another race to save the world this
time from an aggressive hive mind time hopping saboteurs and an army of homicidal neanderthal assassins
The Confederation Handbook 2011-03-18 peter f hamilton s night s dawn trilogy has proved one of the bestselling science fiction series of the last decade and has
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placed british sf firmly back on the map the confederation handbook by peter f hamilton is an essential companion volume to the reality dysfunction the neutronium
alchemist and the naked god for all the countless readers past present and future for whom this massive trilogy has evolved into a defining sf classic it comprises
general background information relating to all three volumes with comprehensive notes and glossaries on the major characters planets space stations political
hierarchies weaponry spacecraft invasions and the many alien races with their diverse social economies industries and technologies
The Doors of Eden 2020-08-20 they thought we were safe they were wrong lee and mal went looking for monsters on bodmin moor four years ago and only lee
came back she thought she d lost mal forever now miraculously returned but what happened that day on the moors and where has mal been all this time mal s
reappearance hasn t gone unnoticed by mi5 either and their officers also have questions julian sabreur is investigating an attack on top physicist kay amal khan this
leads julian to clash with agents of an unknown power and they may or may not be human his only clue is grainy footage showing a woman who supposedly died on
bodmin moor dr khan s research was theoretical then she found cracks between our world and parallel earths now these cracks are widening revealing extraordinary
creatures and as the doors come crashing open anything could come through adrian tchaikovsky brought us far future adventure with children of time now the doors
of eden takes us from bodmin moor to london and alternate versions of earth this is an extraordinary feat of the imagination and a page turning adventure inventive
funny and engrossing this book lingers long after you close it tade thompson arthur c clarke award winning author of rosewater
The Naked God 2009-08-21 war rages on all seems lost to this immense devastation across the galaxy humanity s last hope may lie in wait the naked god is the epic
thrilling conclusion to the night s dawn trilogy from peter f hamilton the confederation is verging on collapse unable to prevent the enemy from sweeping through the
galaxy earth s defences have finally been penetrated its giant domed cities destroyed one by one as time runs out for civilization those who fight on must join forces
and form new alliances but an enemy s enemy isn t always a friend the war is desperate on all fronts with battles fought on a scale unseen by humankind for six
centuries there are rumours that an ancient space faring race faced this same threat to its existence surviving with the help of the sleeping god if this mysterious and
powerful entity truly exists we may be able to find it and if it really can avert the ultimate catastrophe we may at last find hope joshua clavert and syrinx now fly their
starships on a mission to find the sleeping god which an alien race believes holds the key to finally overthrowing the possessed the naked god is the final chapter of
the trilogy which began with the reality dysfunction and the neutronium alchemist explore the confederation universe further in the confederation handbook a
companion book from peter f hamilton
Manhattan in Reverse 2011-10-07 across seven original tales from master of science fiction peter f hamilton manhattan in reverse offers captivating glimpses into
incredible worlds with characters old and new each short story has enough ideas for a whole novel ken follett author of the pillars of the earth following the events of
judas unchained paula myo returns in the title story manhattan in reverse the detective is on the case of a species believed to be without sentience until it attacks the
human colonisers and in the demon trap paula is dispatched to investigate a terrorist attack and a motive that will be hard to unravel elsewhere watching trees grow
tells of a murder in an alternative 1800s oxford and the forever kitten raises questions of eternal youth and the sacrifices required to pursue it with all his usual
brilliantly conceived storytelling peter f hamilton s talents are on full display in manhattan in reverse
A Second Chance at Eden 2000-11-01 acclaimed bestseller peter hamilton has taken the science fiction world by storm with his stunning grand scale epic the reality
dysfunction the neutronium alchemist and the naked god now with a collection of richly detailed original stories and short novels never before published in the u s
peter hamilton spans more than five centuries in the future history of bitek affinity genes edenists adamists xenocs the saldanas and the starship lady macbeth this
outstanding anthology includes escape route chosen for gardner dozois s prestigious collection the year s best science fiction
If at First . . . (Short Story) 2011-06-20 peter f hamilton has proven himself a modern master of epic space opera carrying the tradition of far future empire
building begun by heinlein and asimov into the new millennium but hamilton is also a master of the short story and when he tackles one of science fiction s most
enduring themes time travel the result is as provocative as it is entertaining it starts in 2007 with a break in the victim marcus orthew the financial and technological
genius behind orthanics the computer company whose radical products have delivered a one two punch to the industry all but knocking pcs and macs out of the ring
the perpetrator a man obsessed with orthew just another simple case of celebrity stalking or so everyone assumes at first including metropolitan police chief detective
david lanson but when lanson interviews the suspect he makes a startling claim orthew is from the future or rather a future a parallel timeline thus begins the ride of a
lifetime for lanson as his pursuit of the facts tumbles him headlong down a rabbit hole and the hunter finds himself hunted
The Nano Flower 1999-06-15 at first no one noticed when the flower was delivered to julia evans owner of event horizon but this flower has genes millions of years in
advance of terrestrial dna where did the plant come from greg mandel telepathic investigator must find out before the nano flower blooms
A Planet for Rent 2014-09-30 the most successful and controversial cuban science fiction writer of all time yoss aka josé miguel sánchez gómez is known for his
acerbic portraits of the island under communism in his bestselling a planet for rent yoss pays homage to ray bradbury s the martian chronicles and 334 by thomas m
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disch a critique of cuba in the nineties after the fall of the soviet union and the dissolution of the warsaw pact a planet for rent marks the debut in english of an
astonishingly brave and imaginative latin american voice praise for yoss one of the most prestigious science fiction authors of the island on cuba magazine a gifted
and daring writer david iaconangelo josé miguel sánchez yoss is cuba s most decorated science fiction author who has cultivated the most prestige for this genre in
the mainstream and the only person of all the island s residents who lives by his pen cuenta regresiva born josé miguel sánchez gómez yoss assumed his pen name in
1988 when he won the premio david award in the science fiction category for timshel together with his peculiar pseudonym the author s aesthetic of an impentinent
rocker has allowed him to stand out amongst his fellow cuban writers earning a degree in biology in 1991 he went on to graduate from the first ever course on
narrative techniques at the onelio jorge cardoso center of literary training in the year 1999 today yoss writes both realistic and science fiction works alongside these
novels the author produces essays praise for and compilations and actively promotes the cuban science fiction literary workshops espiral and espacio abierto when he
isn t translating david frye teaches latin american culture and society at the university of michigan translations include first new chronicle and good government by
guaman poma de ayala peru 1615 the mangy parrot by josé joaquín fernandez de lizardi mexico 1816 for which he received a national endowment for the arts
fellowship writing across cultures narrative transculturation in latin america by Ángel rama uruguay 1982 and several cuban and spanish novels and poems
Salvation Lost: Salvation Sequence Book 2 2019-10-29 humanity rises to meet a powerful alien threat in this extraordinary sequel to peter f hamilton s salvation
salvation lost is the second stunning novel in the salvation sequence from the owner of the most powerful imagination in science fiction ken follett fight together or die
alone in the twenty third century humanity is enjoying a comparative utopia yet life on earth is about to change forever feriton kane s investigative team has
discovered the worst threat ever to face mankind and we ve almost no time to fight back the supposedly benign olyix plan to harvest humanity in order to carry us to
their god at the end of the universe and as their agents conclude schemes down on earth vast warships converge above to gather this cargo some factions push for
humanity to flee to live in hiding amongst the stars although only a chosen few would make it out in time but others refuse to break before the storm as disaster
looms animosities must be set aside to focus on just one goal wiping this enemy from the face of creation even if it means preparing for a future this generation will
never see salvation lost is the second book in the salvation sequence by peter f hamilton a twisty and hugely satisfying sf thriller alastair reynolds on salvation
startlingly fresh vigorous and original stephen baxter on salvation
Night Without Stars 2016-09-22 night without stars is the epic follow up to the abyss beyond dreams and the stunning conclusion of the chronicle of the fallers
duology from peter f hamilton hamilton in peak form kirkus reviews to prevent an invasion she must start a revolution part of the commonwealth the planet of
bienvenido is in crisis they are battling the fallers a fearsome alien race who have now infiltrated every level of human society nowhere is safe and no one can be
trusted known as the warrior angel a mysterious individual is leading a desperate resistance aided by forbidden technology yet the technophobic government
obstructs the angel s efforts at every turn as fallers prepare to attack from the skies the odds seem impossible on the ground however astronaut ry evine has made a
discovery it could unlock powerful secrets of the commonwealth and prevent their annihilation but time isn t on humanity s side
Consider Phlebas 2009-12-01 the first book in iain m banks s seminal science fiction series the culture consider phlebas introduces readers to the utopian
conglomeration of human and alien races that explores the nature of war morality and the limitless bounds of mankind s imagination the war raged across the galaxy
billions had died billions more were doomed moons planets the very stars themselves faced destruction cold blooded brutal and worse random the idirans fought for
their faith the culture for its moral right to exist principles were at stake there could be no surrender within the cosmic conflict an individual crusade deep within a
fabled labyrinth on a barren world a planet of the dead proscribed to mortals lay a fugitive mind both the culture and the idirans sought it it was the fate of horza the
changer and his motley crew of unpredictable mercenaries human and machine actually to find it and with it their own destruction the culture series consider phlebas
the player of games use of weapons the state of the art excession inversions look to windward matter surface detail the hydrogen sonata
The Temporal Void 2009-03-24 long ago the astrophysicist inigo began dreaming scenes from the life of the remarkable edeard who lived within the void a self
contained microuniverse at the heart of the galaxy inigo s inspirational dreams shared by hundreds of millions throughout the galaxy gave birth to a religion living
dream but when the appearance of a second dreamer seems to trigger the expansion of the void which is devouring everything in its path the intersolar
commonwealth is thrown into turmoil with time running out the fate of humanity hinges on a handful of people araminta now awakening to the unwelcome fact that
she is the mysterious second dreamer inigo whose private dreams hint at a darker truth and justine whose desperate gamble places her within the void where the
godlike skylords hold the power to save the universe or destroy it
The Commonwealth Saga 2-Book Bundle 2014-07-15 earning comparisons to such sci fi fantasy greats as frank herbert isaac asimov and george r r martin peter f
hamilton is a one of a kind voice in space opera his interstellar adventures are hugely ambitious wildly entertaining and philosophically stimulating now hamilton s
centuries spanning commonwealth saga the linked novels pandora s star and judas unchained is available in one epic ebook bundle contains a thrilling preview of
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peter f hamilton s upcoming novel the abyss beyond dreams set in the same universe as the commonwealth saga pandora s star judas unchained 2380 the intersolar
commonwealth a sphere of stars contains more than six hundred worlds interconnected by a web of transport tunnels known as wormholes at the farthest edge of the
commonwealth astronomer dudley bose observes the impossible over one thousand light years away a star disappears since the location is too distant to reach by
wormhole the second chance a faster than light starship commanded by wilson kime a five times rejuvenated ex nasa pilot is dispatched to learn what has occurred
and whether it represents a threat opposed to the mission are the guardians of selfhood shortly after the journey begins kime wonders if the crew of the second
chance has been infiltrated but soon enough he will have other worries halfway across the galaxy something truly incredible is waiting a deadly discovery whose
unleashing will threaten to destroy the commonwealth and humanity itself praise for the commonwealth saga pandora s star should be high on everyone s reading list
you won t be able to put it down nancy pearl npr an imaginative and stunning tale of the perfect future threatened a book of epic proportions not unlike frank herbert
s dune or isaac asimov s foundation trilogy sfrevu recommended a large cast of characters each with his own story brings depth and variety to this far future saga
library journal judas unchained an interstellar suspense thriller sweeping in scope and emotional range san antonio express news hamilton tackles sf the way george r
r martin is tackling fantasy there s a sense of wonder here that s truly unchained sf reviews richly satisfying wonderfully imagined hamilton adroitly leaps from the
struggles of one engaging quirky character to another publishers weekly starred review
Great North Road 2012-09-27 a clone has been the victim of a savage killing the investigation may uncover a threat to humanity s very existence great north road
is a standalone adventure from science fiction star peter f hamilton the author of the night s dawn trilogy for fans of philip k dick and kim stanley robinson in
newcastle ad 2142 detective sidney hurst attends a brutal murder scene the victim is one of the wealthy north family s clones but the most disturbing aspect is how
he died twenty years ago a north clone billionaire and his household were slaughtered in the exact same manner on the tropical planet of st libra the only member of
the household left alive angela tramelo received the blame was angela wrongly convicted back then she d never wavered under interrogation claiming she alone
survived an alien attack with st libran bio fuel now powering earth s economy investigating this alien threat becomes top priority a vast expedition is mounted via the
planet s newcastle gateway including angela tramelo grudgingly released from prison but the expedition is cut off deep within st libra s rainforests then the bloodshed
begins
A Quantum Murder 2009-08-21 a morbid assassination or something even darker a quantum murder is the thrilling second book featuring greg mandel the cyberpunk
detective with psychic powers from peter f hamilton dr edward kitchener was a brilliant researcher into quantum cosmology when he is found dead lungs spread on
either side of his open chest his employers event horizon want to know what happened and fast many were anxious to stop kitchener s work and could have paid an
assassin s fee and only a mercenary could ve breached launde abbey s premier grade security system yet why would a professional waste time ritually slaughtering
the target greg mandel the psi boosted ex private eye is enticed out of retirement to track the killer he launches himself on a convoluted trail which will mean
confronting the past but according to kitchener s theories this past might never have happened a quantum murder is followed by the nano flower to complete the
greg mandel trilogy
Love, Death + Robots: the Official Anthology 2021-06-10 classic books library presents this brand new edition of the federalist papers a collection of separate essays
and articles compiled in 1788 by alexander hamilton following the united states declaration of independence in 1776 the governing doctrines and policies of the states
lacked cohesion the federalist as it was previously known was constructed by american statesman alexander hamilton and was intended to catalyse the ratification of
the united states constitution hamilton recruited fellow statesmen james madison jr and john jay to write papers for the compendium and the three are known as
some of the founding fathers of the united states alexander hamilton c 1755 1804 was an american lawyer journalist and highly influential government official he also
served as a senior officer in the army between 1799 1800 and founded the federalist party the system that governed the nation s finances his contributions to the
constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early development of the nation of the united states
The Federalist Papers 2018-08-20 a thousand years in the future mankind s influence expands into the universe alastair reynolds epic vision of our journey into deep
space will redefine space opera chiku yellow is earthbound living a peaceful life on a changing world as humanity explores a thousand new ways to experience life
chiku red is space bound blasted into deep space to investigate eunice akinya s last journey and maybe discover the final secrets of space travel chiku green is planet
bound travelling thousands of lightyears to the planet crucible a new home for humankind it s a habitable planet hosting a fascinating alien labyrinth all three are
chiku akinya all three are pivotal to our future in space all three are in danger
On the Steel Breeze 2013-09-26
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